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Abstract—Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) are Graph
Neural Networks where the convolutions are applied over a
graph. In contrast to Convolutional Neural Networks, GCN’s
are designed to perform inference on graphs, where the number
of nodes can vary, and the nodes are unordered. In this
study, we address two important challenges related to GCNs:
i) oversmoothing; and ii) the utilization of node relational
properties (i.e., heterophily and homophily). Oversmoothing is
the degradation of the discriminative capacity of nodes as a
result of repeated aggregations. Heterophily is the tendency for
nodes of different classes to connect, whereas homophily is the
tendency of similar nodes to connect. We propose a new strategy
for addressing these challenges in GCNs based on Transfer
Entropy (TE), which measures of the amount of directed transfer
of information between two time varying nodes. Our findings
indicate that using node heterophily and degree information
as a node selection mechanism, along with feature-based TE
calculations, enhances accuracy across various GCN models. Our
model can be easily modified to improve classification accuracy of
a GCN model. As a trade off, this performance boost comes with
a significant computational overhead when the TE is computed
for many graph nodes.

Index Terms—transfer entropy, graph neural networks, graph
convolutional networks, visual knowledge discovery

I. INTRODUCTION

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are powerful deep learning
models tailored to process data represented in graph form,
encapsulating features as nodes and their interactions through
edges for a wide array of domains, from social network
analysis to protein compound interactions. GNNs have evolved
from the early attempts that aimed at extending neural network
methodologies to graph-structured data, marked by significant
milestones that include the introduction of recurrent GNNs [1],
spectral methods [2] and the message-passing framework [3].
Using the new convolutional operator, the latter evolved into
more sophisticated architectures, such as Graph Convolutional
Networks (GCNs) [4], Graph Attention Networks [5], and
Graph Isomorphism Networks [6], each introducing novel
mechanisms for aggregating and transforming node features
based on graph topology or node features and edge properties.
Their success always relied on reduced training time as well as
important accuracy gains compared with the existing methods
when applied on the same graph based data.

Despite their success, GCNs faced inherent challenges aris-
ing from both data structure and its architectural training

mechanisms. The most important challenge is oversmooth-
ing, the result of repeated aggregation. This may degrade
the discriminative capability especially of the high degree
nodes. Such nodes exert powerful influence on their neighbors
through message propagation, leading to a scenario where, in
advanced stages of training, the nodes become susceptible to
misclassification due to the diminished classification strength,
stemming from excessive information blending. Addressing
this challenge while looking to capture both node features
and graph topology remains an active area of research, with
ongoing advancements seeking to unlock the full potential of
neural networks on graphs [7].

A second challenge is related to the utilization of node
relational properties: heterophily and homophily. Heterophily
is the tendency for nodes of different classes to connect,
whereas homophily is the tendency of edges to connect similar
nodes. The GCNs model accuracy is heavily influenced by the
presence of heterophily and homophily in the graph structure.
One approach to mitigate the misclassification of certain
nodes in the absence of actual labels involves utilizing data
inferred from the nodes’ neighbors. This method is commonly
employed, but it encounters several problems. The propensity
of a node for homophily or heterophily can evolve during
training, with the attributes exhibiting continuous variation
based on the node’s classification cluster.

We attempt to answer these challenges with a new strategy,
embedding in the GCN learning stage a control mechanism
based on Transfer Entropy (TE), introduced as a measure of
the amount of directed transfer of information between two
random processes [8], and later applied to graphs representing
neural networks [9]–[16].

Our main contribution is the following. We use the TE
value to directly modify the features of GCN nodes. This way,
we control the exchanged messages between these nodes and,
consequently, the misclassification rate. TE is computed prior
to the convolution operations, and applied after the convolution
blocks. Our findings indicate that updating a percentage of
the nodes exhibiting the highest heterophilic characteristics
can increase the accuracy of a GCN classifier. Furthermore, it
proves to be unnecessary to compute TE at every iteration -
periodic assessment across a subset of epochs is sufficient.

Section II of the paper reviews the main notations and
concepts used in GCNs and TE and also explains how we use
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TE in the context of GCNs. Section III introduces our proposed
method: the GCN with TE-controlled learning mechanism. In
Section IV we describe and discuss a series of experiments.
Section V concludes with the final remarks.

II. BACKGROUND: GRAPH CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL
NETWORKS AND TRANSFER ENTROPY

This section describes the message aggregation mechanism
of the convolutional GCN operator, a key component of our
approach. We also introduce the TE notations used in our
approach, and refer to previous work related to the application
of TE in neural networks.

A. Graph Convolutional Networks

GNNs generalize the convolution operation from tabular
data to graph data, enabling the model to learn by aggregating
and transforming feature information from a node’s neighbor-
hood. The message passing (or message-based propagation)
mechanism is central to this process, allowing information
to flow across the edges of the graph, thereby capturing the
structural dependencies within the data.

GCNs adopted the message passing mechanism from chem-
istry [3]. This was established as a first-class tool by [4],
[17]. Later, some researchers attempted to use the graph
structure [18]–[25] instead of using the available features and
weights, while others used a different message propagation
mechanisms [26], [27]. Well-known instruments from deep
neural networks, such as skip-connections, have been applied
in [28]. Attention methods where used to identify and remove
nodes with similar features to improve performance [5]. In [29]
the proposed technique removed edges in a manner analogous
to how pruning mechanisms operate within neural networks.

In [16] authors leveraged TE to deduce prior insights from
input time series data, subsequently applying these insights to
enhance forecasts through a GNN framework.

GCNs reached soon certain accuracy thresholds that were
not exceeded due to well-known, in-design limitations, for
which only partial solutions have been found. These limita-
tions are revealed by the intrinsic properties of the datasets and
by the natural organization of graph data. Among these prop-
erties that influence the GCNs performance are hetherophily
and homophily [30].

The main problem generated by the convolution operator
is the effect of oversmoothing of a node’s features [31],
in particular for high-degree nodes. Any attempts to solve
this challenge proved to be only incremental improvements,
efficient only for datasets sharing similar particularities.

The studies [26], [32], [33] and [34] have provided theo-
retical limits that bound the accuracy levels of GCNs within
certain constraints, yet they fall short of offering concrete
solutions to these limitations. Additionally, while certain
datasets intrinsically exhibit homophilic or heterophilic char-
acteristics, the predominant scenario involves a mixture of
both node types, distributed across various cluster-like con-
figurations. This diversity renders traditional message-passing
and convolution-based approaches less effective. A further

challenge identified in recent advancements pertains to the
observation that, during advanced stages of training, a subset
of nodes may exhibit a decline in classification accuracy,
thereby negatively impacting the overall performance.

Understanding the complexities of GCN architectures de-
mands sophisticated visualization tools beyond what is typi-
cally used for tabular data. Effective visualization [35], [36]
include pre-rendering processes like clustering, community de-
tection for node alignment, scalability to handle vast datasets,
aligning and separating nodes and edges strategically for
optimal comprehension and customizable layouts to ensure
clarity. These pre-rendering steps are vital for revealing the
graph’s embedded patterns. We will apply such visualizations
in Section IV.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a node’s features being aggregated through a two layer
convolution in a GCN (graphic from [37]). The node A from 2nd layer will
receive updated aggregated values from all its neighbors having a depth equal
with the number of convolutional layers.

At this step, we introduce some formalism. A graph can
be defined as G = (V,E), where V is the set of nodes with
|V | = N denoting the number of nodes and E ⊆ V × V
is the set of edges connecting the nodes. Each node i can
have an associated feature vector xi, leading to a feature
matrix X ∈ RN×F for the graph, where F is the feature’s
vector dimension. In our datasets, F will be the length of the
token vector that describes a single document from the citation
dataset.

A fundamental operation in GNNs is the aggregation of
neighboring node features, mathematically formalized as

H(l+1) = σ
(
AH(l)W (l)

)
,

where H(l) denotes the node features at layer l, A ∈ RN×N is
the adjacency matrix of the graph, W (l) is a learnable weight
matrix, and σ represents a non-linear activation function.



Using the definition from [4], a convolutional layer within
a graph aggregates the information of the neighbors for each
node:

H(l+1) = σ
(
D̂−1/2ÂD̂−1/2H(l)W (l)

)
, (1)

where H(0) = X , Â = A + IN is the adjacency matrix
with added self-loops (via the identity matrix IN ), D̂ is the
diagonal degree matrix of Â, and D̂ii =

∑
j Âij . The process

is illustrated in Fig. 1.

B. Transfer Entropy

TE serves as a pivotal statistical metric for assessing the syn-
chrony or coherence between sequential events (typically, time
series). This metric was associated with Granger’s causality
by several scholars [38], [39], albeit with a critical distinction.
The application of ”causality” in isolation is considered a mis-
nomer. To mitigate ambiguity, Granger adopted the descriptor
”temporally related” in 1977 [40]. While TE may reveal
temporal correlations between variables, it does not serve as
an unequivocal indicator of causality. Interpretations derived
from TE analyses necessitate caution, particularly within the
ambit of causality.

For two random variables X and Y , we can compute TE
adapting Schreiber’s [8] formula:

TEY→X =

n−1∑
t=1

p(xt+1, x
(k)
t , y

(l)
t ) log

p(xt+1|x(k)
t , y

(l)
t )

p(xt+1|x(k)
t )

(2)

In our prior research [13], we used TE as a modifier for the
gradient within the backpropagation process of feedforward
neural networks. This integration notably diminished the du-
ration of the training phase and increased the stability of the
model. Subsequently, our efforts were broadened to encompass
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). We employed [14]
TE as a regularization mechanism that enhances stability
by being activated intermittently, instead of following the
processing of each individual input, thereby ensuring a more
controlled and efficient training regimen. We demonstrated
[15] that TE performs as a regulatory agent throughout the
training stage of CNNs, offering additional compression tech-
niques akin to those identified within the realm of information
bottleneck theories, while also enhancing the performance of
CNNs.

III. THE TE CONTROL MECHANISM IN GCNS

This section describes our contribution - which consists of
applying TE after the convolution block steps of GCNs. We
name this novel architecture Transfer Entropy Generalized
Graph Convolutional Network - TE-GGCN. Basically, it is
an embedding of the TE control mechanism in the GGCN
algorithm from [26].

A. The GGCN method

We first revisit notations and core ideas of the GGCN
model [26], in which the dynamics of the nodes that are

susceptible to misclassification are examined with respect to
their interactions with adjacent nodes. The GGCN, method
(including the implementation) synthesizes new ideas with
previous GCN results. To decrease the rate of misclassification,
two distinct strategies are proposed. In the first strategy, the
weights of edges are recalibrated by enhancing the calculated
relative degree of a node, expressed as r̄i, given that a node’s
actual degree, ri, remains immutable:

ri = EA|di

 1

di

∑
j∈Ni

rij

∣∣∣∣∣∣ di
 , (3)

where rij =
√

di+1
dj+1 and di, dj are the degrees of nodes i and

j.
The second strategy involves the adjustment of edge features

by assigning negative signs for heterophilous edges or positive
signs for homophilous ones.

A convolutional layer is updated as follows:

H(l+1) = σ(α̂l(β̂l
0Ĥ

(l) + β̂l
1(S

(l)
pos ⊙

̂̃Al)Ĥ(l)+

β̂l
2(S

(l)
neg ⊙

̂̃Al)Ĥ(l))),
(4)

where Ĥl = H(l)W(l) + b(l) is the l-th layer and σ denotes
the Elu activation function [41]. We apply the softmax function
[42] to the scalars β̂l

0, β̂l
1, and β̂l

2 obtained from the scalars
βl
0, βl

1, and βl
2. The latter are learned for each convolutional

layer. The β̂l scalars are behaving as scaling coefficients for
the computed features in addition to the positive and negative
coefficients. The sum of the β̂l

i scalars is 1. Positivity of
the β parameters must be enforced to not interfere with the
S
(l)
neg edges sign matrix. The matrices S

(l)
pos and S

(l)
neg represent

the positive and negative attention components, respectively,
obtained from the sign matrix S(l)[i, j] = cosine(f

(l)
i , f

(l)
j ),

which assigns signs to the edges between nodes based on the
cosine similarity between their feature vectors at the l-th layer,
denoted by f

(l)
i and f

(l)
j .

The GGCN is augmented with a degree-based scaling
mechanism, utilizing pre-computed node degree information
coupled with a softplus transformation to dynamically adjust
the influence of nodes based on their connectivity degrees.
This preparatory step aims to enhance signal propagation and
mitigate over-smoothing by tailoring node influence.

Subsequently, the model transforms input node features
through a fully connected layer, enabling non-linear feature
transformations. Later, node similarities are captured by ap-
plying pairwise product between input features and their trans-
pose. These products are then normalized to limit numerical
instabilities and eliminate self-similarities, fostering a robust
representation.

The core of the GGCN method lies in its unique treatment
of feature propagation via positive and negative attention
matrices, derived from the adjacency matrix scaled by the
degree-based coefficient. This bifurcated propagation obtained
through signed attention mechanism is regulated by softmax-
normalized coefficients and a softplus-scaled factor, combines



positively and negatively influenced feature propagations with
the original node features. This blending ensures a balanced
consideration of both homophilic and heterophilic relation-
ships within the graph.

B. The proposed TE-GGCN method

There is no general agreement on how homophily and
heterophily should be computed. As suggested in [43], we use
the following formula to compute the heterophily of a node
v:

Hv =
1

|N(v)|
∑

u∈N(v)

1 (lu ̸= lv) (5)

where |N(v)| denotes the number of neighbors node v has,
and l(u) and l(v) represent the labels of nodes u and v,
respectively.

These values serve to rank and select the nodes with highest
heterophily rates that necessitate the addition of TE. Utilizing
TE to assess the variance in features among chosen pairs of
nodes, which typically belong to distinct classes, results in
TE values that generally increase and stabilize after several
epochs, correlating directly with the model’s accuracy. This is
because the convolution operator updates the features of the
nodes based on their respective classes.

Consequently, by correctly steering the variance in the
features using formula (6), TE amplifies the discriminative
capability of the classification process. The output of the
convolutional layers for a node vi,j is

Hi,j = Hi,j +max(TEYj→Xi
) (6)

Our method modifies the message aggregation mechanism
of the convolutional operator in the GGCN algorithm. This
involves a refined selection of nodes for alteration and identi-
fication of optimal values that boost the model’s efficiency,
while ensuring the sustainability of training duration. The
changes and additions to the GGCN algorithm are outlined in
bold. These changes modify the behaviour of the algorithm,
according to a novel control mechanism. The main steps of
the TE-GGCN training algorithm are:

1) Apply the linear transformation on the input.
2) Apply the Elu activation function.
3) Successively apply for each convolutional layer:

• Apply the Elu activation function.
• Apply dropout.
• Compute and apply the scaling coefficient.
• Apply convolutional normalization.
• Compute the scaling coefficient for the sign matri-

ces.
• Compute the sign attention matrices.
• Compute convolutional output with weights, sign

matrices and coefficients.
4) Compute the heterophily rate using formula (5).
5) Select 5% of the highest heterophilic nodes.
6) From the above nodes subset select 10% of highest

degree nodes.

7) Compute the TE values for the selected nodes.
8) Compute the weights using formula (6).
9) Apply softmax to obtain the classification outputs.
Initially, we compute the hetherophily rate for all the nodes,

after the convolutional layers are applied. We select 5% of
the initial nodes, the nodes with the highest hetherophily rate
and also with highest degrees. The node selection count was
determined empirically after multiple runs, while trying to
optimally balance the computational cost and the accuracy.

Then we calculate the TE using equation (2), constructing
the Y and X series from the features of the selected nodes
and their neighbors. After the convolutional layers have been
applied using equation (4), we use the maximum calculated
TE value for the selected nodes to increment the corresponding
weights. Pre-selection of hetherophilic high-degreed nodes is
required in order to keep the computational cost low and
maximize the utility of our addition.

According to [26], low-homophilic, low-degree nodes tend
to change their class during training, but their influence among
neighbors is directly correlated with their degrees, hence
too small to influence the overall accuracy rate when TE
mechanism is applied. Therefore, TE is not used for this
particular group of nodes. The TE is calculated before the
convolutional layers, since the weights and features do not
influence the hetherophily rate before the convolutions.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the performance of our TE-GGCN, we use real-
world datasets, a well-known subset of the citation network
type of datasets. These datasets express a variate range of both
homophilic and heterophilic properties as well as combinations
of these two. From the low homophilic datasets we use
Chameleon and Squirrel [44], Film (also known as Actor) from
[45], and from WebKB [46] the Texas, Wisconsin, and Cornell
datasets. From the high-homophilic datasets we use Cora [47],
CiteSeer [48], PubMed [49]. A representative graphic of three
of these datasets can be examined in Fig. 2.

In our study, we amplify the research presented in [26],
which encompasses a variety of GNN frameworks and demon-
strates performance that is competitive with, or represents the
state of the art for the selected datasets. Our objective is to
address the challenge of finding the edge configurations that
detrimentally impact classification accuracy in the later phases
of training, commonly referred to as over-smoothing. To
mitigate this issue, we employ TE to assess and subsequently
modify the heterophily rate of a node, thereby enhancing its
classification accuracy.

A. Implementation and results

Our TE-GGCN implementation uses PyTorch 2.1 and the
Torch Geometric frameworks. It was derived from the [26]
implementation and can be accessed and replicated through
our Github1 code.

1https://github.com/avmoldovan/Heterophily and oversmoothing-forked/

https://github.com/avmoldovan/Heterophily_and_oversmoothing-forked/


Cora Chameleon Wisconsin

Fig. 2. Graph representation of selected datasets from different types of structure. Clustering was obtained using the Louvain method [50] and colors do not
represent the actual classes in the dataset. First, the Louvain algorithm converts the graph data into a k-nearest neighbor graph. Then, the degree (number
of edges) from within a cluster is compared with the degree to the exterior of the cluster, hence computing weights for the edges between clusters. Cora
corresponds to highly-homophilic graphs, Chameleon has both homophilic and heterophilic subgraphs, and Wisconsin presents heterophilic properties. It can
be observed that Cora contains multiple disconnected subgraphs, whereas for Chameleon all subgraphs present low to high connectivity between the various
classes.

The TE computation uses the implementation in [51]
since it provides the flexibility w.r.t. the inputs and also its
sustained performance. This library relies on building K-
D Trees as an intermediary step for the TE probabilities
estimations. We evaluated that a window (or lag) of 1 is
the best parameter value for obtaining TE values that can
positively influence accuracy. Computing TE can generate ex-
tensive computational overheads given that some heterophilic
nodes can have many neighbors, and it requires in the av-
erage scenario (low dimensionality and short inputs) a time
in O (n log n+m · n · Csearch ), where m is the number of
nearest-neighbor searches per data point, Csearch is the cost
of a single search, and n is the number of datapoints.

The TE-GGCN training time is influenced by the number of
times the TE is computed. The number of TE calculations can
vary considerably, depending on the degree of the selected
nodes. For small degree nodes, the training cost is close to
the original GGCN method, with less than 20% execution time
overhead. For nodes with high degree, even when selecting 5%
of their neighbors, TE computation adds a five fold overhead.
We found that only the PubMed and Squirrel datasets require
five, respectively four times more training time than the GGCN
training method. For example, each of these these datasets
require more than 15M TE computations during a training
session.

Table I depicts the results of our TE-GGCN, compared
with the ones reported in [26] for the GGCN model. For
some datasets the GGCN results that we have obtained are
slightly smaller than the ones reported by their authors in
[26], due to differences in our setup, which we extensively
verified to match the ones of the original GGCN configuration
from GitHub2. We note that when TE is computed and applied
within each of the convolutional layers, it offers a higher

2https://github.com/Yujun-Yan/Heterophily and oversmoothing

accuracy than the numbers reported for our TE-GGCN in Table
I on some datasets, but the computational overhead increases
significantly (tens of times larger than the current one), making
it impractical. Hence why we do not report these numbers here.

B. Discussion

TE is a sensitive metric when used against the features of the
nodes, since it can identify similar distributions and therefore
similar connectivity patterns. Similar features generate smaller
TE values. We can use TE values on the edges of a node
disregarding its properties (homophilic or hetherophilic), in
addition to the signed edge correction and decayed aggregation
method [26]. Many node classification approaches attempted
to use the homophily and hetherophily metrics in a systematic
approach. We note that TE can independently influence the
classification without the need to control these two metrics
directly.

Compared with GGCN, but also with more general GCN
architectures, TE-GGCN offers an additional performance
boost when classification accuracy is the main performance
measure. In addition, increasing the number of nodes for which
we compute TE also improves accuracy. As a trade off, this
performance gain comes with a significant computational over-
head when the TE is computed for all (or many) convolutional
layers. Therefore, if higher accuracy is the main goal, the
mechanisms that we implemented in TE-GGCN can be easily
modified to squeeze extra performance from a GCN model.
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values, we demonstrated that the GGCN method can be
improved through straightforward methods. Utilizing TE as
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TABLE I
DATASETS CHARACTERISTICS AND MEAN ACCURACY OVER 10 RUNS WITH ± STDEV. BEST RESULTS ARE GRAYED AND BOLDED.

Texas Wisconsin Actor Squirrel Chameleon Cornell Citeseer Pubmed Cora
Hom. level h 0.11 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.3 0.74 0.8 0.81

Classes 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 3 6
#Nodes 183 251 7,600 5,201 2,277 183 3,327 19,717 2,708
#Edges 295 466 26,752 198,493 31,421 280 4,676 44,327 5,278

TE-GGCN (ours) 84.86 ± 4.55 87.45 ± 3.70 37.50± 1.57 55.04± 1.64 71.14 ± 1.84 85.68 ± 6.63 77.14 ± 1.45 89.08± 0.37 87.95 ± 1.05
GGCN 83.51± 3.72 86.47± 3.29 37.56 ± 1.55 55.51 ± 2.06 70.57± 1.84 84.32± 6.63 76.51± 1.45 89.12 ± 0.32 84.32± 1.05

a measure of high node variances, we applied the highest
TE value calculated in a forward pass as an adjustment to
node features, post-convolution, without altering established
mechanisms. This TE-based correction, applied prior to the
softmax classification layer, aligns with our previous research
[14], [15]. Our approach is a versatile and easy way to improve
existing GCN implementations, avoiding complex or tailored
solutions.
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